
You wonder why video games are so popular? Designers of video games, whether the
smartphone kind or the more-elaborate game-controller type, know the formula.
Whether in video games or real life, we crave two things: rules and narrative. Good
video games, the kind that absorb endless hours of devotion from their players,
provide both.

We need a world with rules, indeed a particular
kind of rules that give us goals and hope. A world
that operates with possibility, rewarding participant
striving, is a world that attracts players, those who
voluntarily and regularly engage with focus and
energy. A world without ordered rules, one that
treats its inhabitants arbitrarily, is a world without
hope, one in which inhabitants have no point in
either hoping or striving. Video games give their

players attractive targets, goals players can reach when they focus on applying their
burgeoning skills. Those games also reward their players for striving, not just with
more and more points but with levels up into new worlds. We need not only to
compete with purpose but also to transcend our prior experience. Games give their
players levels up to satisfy our desire for transcendence.

Games, though, also need narratives. To attract ardent players, a video game must
generally include some sense of the participant becoming part of a story. The stories
are as diverse as the affinities and interests of game players: castles for some, candies
for others. But the story elements are there, either patent or latent. And the games that
only hint at the story, allowing the player to imagine and project in ways that resonate
with the player’s character and desires, can offer some of the more powerful gaming
experiences. Rules and narrative; narrative and rules. Video games are such powerful
tonics today because they offer both.

The most powerfully resonant experience, though, isn’t a video game. It is instead
Christ’s offer of biblical glory. Christianity offers both rules and narrative, but it
doesn’t do so like a video game. Video games are virtual escapes from reality.
Christianity, by contrast, is real. Christianity isn’t merely a set of powerful guiding
rules and a powerfully resonant narrative. Christianity is the real game of life, indeed
the experience of eternal life. Help your gamer friends turn to the Author of life.


